DIELECTRIC ANTI-SEIZE GREASE
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L803
Liquid Wrench® Dielectric Anti-Seize Grease is a dual purpose,
synthetic, non-drying dielectric paste and anti-seize compund;
formulated with a balanced blend of lubricating solids, rust
and corrosion inhibitors, homogenized into a non-melting
grease carrier. Works as both an anti-seize and a dielectric
grease. Meets Military Specification MIL-A-907E. Designed as
a unique preventative maintenance tool providing complete
parts protection on threaded fittings and all metal surfaces
subjected to harsh environments or high temperatures to
1,800°F. Chemically inactive, waterproof, with high dielectric
properties; it is an excellent material for protecting electrical
parts and assemblies such as connectors, disconnect junctions,
terminals, ignition systems, cable connectors, and battery
terminals. Compatible with most rubbers, plastics, and ceramics;
it is a superior lubricant for “O” rings and gaskets. Excellent high
temperature properties, helps prevent fusing of bulbs to sockets.
Not recommended for use in pure oxygen and/or oxygen rich
systems. Not for use as a sealant for chlorine or other strong
oxidizers.
Plastic Tube, 3 oz.
078698212425

APPLICATIONS:
• Eases Disassembly
• Prevents Corrosion, Friction And Wear
• Protects Electrical Connections
DIRECTIONS: (as ANTI-SEIZE COMPOUND): 1. Clean surfaces before applying. Dust
from cleaning previously-treated threads may contain silicates, metal powders,
and graphite. Inhalation may cause lung injury or other harm. When grinding
or wire brushing, use dust mask and safety goggles. 2. Apply product to both
surfaces. 3. Reassemble. (as DIELECTRIC COMPOUND for Bulbs and Lamps):
1. Make sure power or ignition is off. 2. Coat connector with product.
3. Reassemble bulb into socket and make sure connection is tight. (as DIELECTRIC
COMPOUND for Connectors and Battery Terminals): 1. Make sure power or
ignition is off. 2. Clean surfaces with appropriate cleaner such as GUNK® Battery
Terminal Cleaner (BTC6). 3. Lightly coat both parts with product. 4. Reassemble
and ensure tight connection.
STORAGE, HANDLING & DISPOSAL: Dispose of product, container, and residue in
accordance with all local, state, and federal laws and regulations.
DANGER: Prolonged contact with skin or eyes may cause irritation. People with
pre-existing skin disorder should avoid contact.
FIRST AID: EYE CONTACT: Flush thoroughly with water for 15 minutes while lifting
eyelids and get prompt medical attention. skin contact: Wash with soap and
water. If irritation develops get prompt medical attention. INHALATION: Move to
fresh air. If breathing becomes difficult, get prompt medical attention. INGESTION:
DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. Call Poison Control Center, physician, or hospital
emergency room immediately.
KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN AND ANIMALS
NOTICE: While this information is presented in good faith and believed to be accurate, Radiator
Specialty Company does not guarantee satisfactory results from reliance thereon. The data is
offered solely for your information and Radiator Specialty Company disclaims all liability for any loss
or damage from its use. Thoroughly test any application according to the product directions and
independently conclude satisfactory performance. Nothing contained herein is to be construed as a
recommendation to use the product in violation of any patent.
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